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US URGENT

Habana Mayor Supervielle died this morning at 8:05
result self-inflicted revolver shot one hour earlier.
Generally believed and even commented over radio that
action taken consequence despondency over frustrated
endeavors carry out campaign promise to supply Habana
with adequate water works.
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Suicide of Supervielle (EMBTEL 238 May 4) caused tremendous shock in all circles. Great weight public opinion, as openly expressed, blames Grau and administration for death holding that honorable honest official was hampered in fulfillment water- works campaign promises by venality of politicians and preferred death to dishonor. Chibas last night vigorously expressed these charges over radio referring to recent Curti motion in Lower House to transfer waterworks from municipality to Ministry Public Works. See page five Embassy's despatch 2974 March 25.

In present over-emotionalized atmosphere only minor acknowledgment made that possible clinical factors may have complicated ex-Mayor's despondency. Rumors current Mrs. Supervielle turned back on Grau when he called to express condolences and that President profoundly disturbed by suicide. There is no doubt administration has received another very serious blow and prestige is now at lowest ebb. Currently feared there may be hostile public manifestations against Grau if he attends funeral this afternoon.

Nicolas Castallan, President of Ayuntamiento, has become acting Mayor. Reported be uneducated vapid politician elected councilman last June on Autético ticket.
INTERMENT OF SUPERVICELLE ACCOMPLISHED YESTERDAY EVENING WITHOUT PUBLIC DISORDER AFTER ONE OF MOST IMPRESSIVE PUBLIC TRIBUTES AND FUNERAL PROCESSIONS EVER SEEN IN HABANA. GRAU UNDER HEAVY POLICE PROTECTION WAS ONLY SPEAKER AT BURIAL WHERE FOLLOWING KEYNOTE OF CURRENT EULOGIES HE SAID: "YOUR TOMB RECEIVES TEARS WHICH SYMBOLIZE GREAT AQUEDUCT YOU ENVISAGED".

EX-MAYOR'S WIDOW REPORTED BY PRENSA LIBRE TO HAVE BLAMED GRAU FOR DEATH; VASCONCELOS SAYS GRAU ASSASSINATED HIM. EL MUNDO COMMENTS SUICIDE "WAS NECESSARY DRAMATIC ACT" WHICH CUBAN PEOPLE SEE AS EXPRESSION OF MAYOR'S MANLY PROTEST AGAINST POLITICAL CORRUPTION. DIARIO MORE CALMLY RECOGNIZES DECEASED'S CIVIC VIRTUES BUT DEPLORES SELF DESTRUCTION UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCE. ONLY VERY FEW WRITERS CONCEDE CLINICAL COMPLICATIONS PLAYED PART, ALFONSO GONZÁLEZ NEW EDITOR ALERTA MENTIONING KIDNEY TROUBLE. POLITICAL STORMS WILL PROBABLY INTENSIFY WITH FURTHER LOSS OF ADMINISTRATION PRESTIGE. POLITICAL BUSINESS AS USUAL ALREADY BEING RESTORED HOWEVER, WITH REAPPOINTMENT OF JOSE SAN MARTÍN AS MINISTER PUBLIC WORKS AS PROBABLE PRELIMINARY TO OTHERS.